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            Best-in-class cloud cost management platform Reducing Cloud Expenditure

CloudwareOne provides a comprehensive range of Cloud services to help organisations
assess, move and control their end-to-end Cloud strategy

Comprehensive cloud management for modern enterprises, services providers, 
and the public sector.

CloudwareOne, a cloud management platform enables enterprises and service providers to save money, reduce risk, and ensure 
governance at scale. Turn insights into action and optimise your entire cloud ecosystem.

Best-in-class cloud cost management

Save money, reduce risk &
ensure governance at scale

CloudwareOne is a comprehensive cloud management and governance platform that 
sits on top of your AWS environment, providing you with complete visibility and control 
over siloed data from across your AWS estate.

CloudwareOnes’ centralised visibility allows rapid identification of unused resources 
that should be shut down, under-utilised resources that should be right-sized and
instances for which ‘Reserved Instances’ would provide greater cost effectiveness.

Automated chargebacks

Advanced spend analysis

Custom dashboard views

Spend optimisaton

Rightsizing report & RI rebalancing

Custom dashboard views

Cost allocation

Invoicing, billing & Chargebacks

Purchase recommendations

Log intelligence

Config & changes

Activity monitoring

User tracking & permissions

Perimeter assessment

Continuous  compliance

Traffic analysis

Resource scheduling

RI balancing

Start/stop instances

Snapshots & backups

Enforce tagging policy

Clean up unused resources

Clean up security groups

Idle and unused resource alerts

Resource resizing recommendations

Custom dashboard views

Pre-scheduled invoicing

Usage automation and grouping

Customisable bill re-rating and
RI mapping
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CloudwareOne

          Best-in-class cloud cost management platform

CloudwareOne are the IT partner to support, advise and build with you for the future. 

Whilst CloudwareOne delivers the end to end IT solutions portfolio you would expect from your IT partner, we also deliver real
value in understanding and by working with a new wave of technology vendors that enables all of our customers to be
informed and aware of the very latest developments in the IT space.

Users report savings on average 
of 30% off their monthly cloud 
expenditure.

What are the savings?

Whether you are have a cloud strategy in place, or have yet to make the first tentative steps, CloudwareOne have a portfolio of
cloud offerings that can help you understand and plan the most suitable strategy for your requirements. 

Wellington House
Kemble Enterprise Park
Cirencester, GL7 6BQ
T: +44 (0) 1285 771 660
W: www.cloudware1.com

Get in touch

Reducing Cloud Expenditure


